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Pdf Download Matan Taqrib PdfDownload First Most of the men of the two houses of the Caliphate agreed with the Caliph on the subject of the evidence that had been adduced, and so it happened that the difference of opinion turned out to be rather limited. Omar gave as a reason for this his not having wished to bring into
question the authenticity of the Tradition; while Khad�dh (that is, who is called al-Khawwazah) declared that it had been objected to in two ways. In the first place, its authenticity had not been assured, for that, if a man could possess a Tradition that was so worthy of belief and should say, "I am not certain that this thing is from

the Apostle, but have an opinion that it is not unlike it," it would be an extraordinary thing that he should possess it from God with regard to one of His proofs. He then said that this Tradition had been reported to him, which fact a part of his house had also not doubted. He was then requested to give the beginning of the
Tradition, but he ignored this request and said, "I am not equal to putting two things next to each other, the whole of which comes up to my head." This answer made a silence. After that Khudadah resumed, and repeated that the devout men of the two houses of the Caliphate had testified to their (the mu�tazilah�s) readiness

to receive the evidence, but they had objected to the Tradition. He then said that they wished to speak of the Traditions that are extant; that these are the Traditions that had been reported to them by Abu Dawood and he mentioned the names of the men of the companions of the Apostle and their homes. After that, he said
that they had objected to the Tradition contained in the Kitab al-Â¬loom wa `irtiyya l-Mukhtasar which reads as follows: Kitab al-Mukhtasar. al-Khudr al-bilal wa Yassir at-Taklub and that of the Tradition contained in the Kitab t-Taqri with al-Humayd. The one in the l-Kitab al-Mukhtasar reads as follows: Kit
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